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Diamonds of ALROSA - gifted by nature,

crafted by  masters. Created hundreds of

millions of years ago, they keep thousands of

mysteries of life inside. Produced with care,

they keep up longstanding traditions of Russian

cut and radiate sparkle of perfection. Fully

traced, they have 100% guarantee of natural,

non-conflict and ethical origin.

Every ALROSA diamond harbors a piece of

history of our planet. Each one has its own

documented story, from kilometer depths to

the store. Each of them can become a part of

your story as a gift to yourself or your significant

other. And every ALROSA diamond is unique,

just like you, like any person on this earth.



YAKUTIA, THE LAND 
OF 

PERMAFROST

Diamonds are a hundred times older than

humankind. They are even older than

dinosaurs.

Their story began two hundred kilometers

b e l o w the surface of the earth. Subjected

to immense pressure and temperature that

makes rock melt, atoms of carbon joined

in a very special manner and became

unbelievably beautiful crystals.

In Yakutia, we find diamonds in the

underground mines over one kilometer deep

or in open quarries on the surface. Diamonds

are found even in the icy waters of Yakutia

rivers and lakes.

O R I G I N

YAKUTIA



YOUR
DIAMOND WEIGHT

Weight of a diamond is measured in carats.

This ancient term originates from the name of

the carob tree. Hundreds of years ago, long

before the invention of precision scales, people

used to weigh small objects using carob seeds,

which weigh exactly 0.2 grams. Carat is an

important price defining characteristic as large

diamonds are rare. All else being equal

diamond price increases with the carat weight.

Diamonds over 3 carats are considered large.

Average carat weight for engagement ring, for

example, varies around the globe from 0,5 to

1,45 ct. When comparing diamonds one should

take into consideration a diamond’s cut: a high-

carat diamond with a poor cut grade may look

smaller than a stone with a better cut.

C A R A T

1.01

D I A M O N D  C A R AT  S I Z E  C H A R T

0.05 CT 0.10 CT

0.25 CT 0.50 CT

0.75 CT 1.00 CT

1.25 CT 1.50 CT

1.75 CT 2.00 CT

3.00 CT 4.00 CT



THE SHAPE
DEFINES THE EYE APPEAL

OF THE STONE

The most common shape is round with 57

facets, it’s the classics of diamond cutting. But

there is also a number of other beautiful forms:

square (cushion), rectangular (princess,

Asscher, emerald, radiant), heart-shaped, pear-

shaped, oval, trillion (triangle-like) or marquise

(like a pear but pointed on both ends). Wisely

selected shape will allow to maximize the carat

weight, deal with imperfections of the stone

and make the diamond shine its best. Cutting

diamonds is a painstaking craft that requires

fine skill and experience. The price of a mistake

is very high and just a selected few got the

nerve to do this job. Only optimal shape and

ideally preformed cut can fully reveal the

dazzling beauty of a diamond.

S H A P E

EMERALD

D I A M O N D  S H A P E S

ROUND OVAL

PRINCESS EMERALD

ASSCHER MARQUISE

RADIANT PEAR

HEART CUSHION



CUT
IS THE KEY

TO SPARKLE

Diamonds are renowned for their ability to

transmit light and sparkle so intensely. We

often think of a diamond’s cut as shape (round,

heart, oval, marquise, pear), but a diamond’s

cut grade is also about how well a diamond’s

facets interact with light. Thus the cut grade can

vary from poor to excellent and even triple

excellent. For superior brilliance, choose a

diamond with a Cut grade of Very Good or

Excellent for round diamonds, and Good or

better in fancy shape diamonds.

Precise artistry and workmanship are required

to fashion a stone so its proportions, symmetry

and polish deliver the magnificent return of

light only possible in a diamond. A diamond’s

cut is crucial to the stone’s final beauty and

value.

C U T

EXCELLENT

T H E  P O L I S H E R

DENIS NESTEROV

HAS CUT MORE THAN 8K

CARATS OF DIAMONDS IN 21

YEAR OF WORK



THE COLOR
OF A DIAMOND
IS A CHEMISTRY

MAGIC

Diamonds gain of different colors because of

inclusions of different chemical elements. The

variety of colors is huge. Most often one can

find white diamonds , which range in shades

from completely colorless (denoted by the D

letter) to yellow (denoted by Z). In this case, the

colorless, the more expensive. This rule of

thumb, however, does not work once you

stumble upon colored diamonds. Only 1 in

10,000 natural diamonds is of color. The variety

of hues, however, is extensive: from rich and

bright yellow to pink, purple, blue and even

red. Color in this case ranges from faint to fancy

vivid and even deep. Being rare and extremely

precious these stones are evaluated individually

by intensity and color depth.

C O L O R

INTENSE
YELLOW

G R A D I N G  S C A L E

FANCY DARK

FANCY DEEP

FANCY VIVID

FANCY INTENSE

FANCY

FANCY LIGHT

LIGHT

VERY LIGHT

FAINT



THE DIAMOND'S
CLARITY DETERMINES

IT’S BRILLIANCE

The fewer flaws and impurities a diamond has,

the brighter is the brilliance. Natural diamonds

are the result of carbon exposed to tremendous

heat and pressure deep in the earth.

This process can create a variety of internal

inclusions and blemishes. The flaws obstruct

the path of light which passes through the

diamond and such diamonds have less sparkle

in them. Evaluating diamond clarity involves

determining the number, size, relief, nature,

and position of these characteristics, as well as

how these affect the overall appearance of the

stone. While no diamond is perfectly pure, the

closer it comes, the higher its value. Common

clarity grades range from «Imperfect» (I1-I3) to

«Internally Flawless» (FL — IF).

C L A R I T Y

VS1
C L A R I T Y  S C A L E

IF CLEAR

VVS1

VVS2

VERY

VERY

SLIGHTLY

INCLUDED

VS1

VS2

VERY

SLIGHTLY

INCLUDED

SI1

SI2

SI3

SLIGHTLY

INCLUDED

I1

I2

INCLUDED



ROUGH DIAMOND

ALROSA

The story of a diamond begins two hundred

kilometers underground, at a huge pressure

and such a high temperature that makes the

stones melt. Being born under these harsh

conditions, carbon atoms undergo amazing

metamorphoses to become a beautiful

diamond. Nature does not create two identical

diamonds; each of them is unique in its set of

characteristics and its background. We know

everything about each of them. Producing and

cutting our diamonds in-house, we guarantee

their natural, Russian, responsible origin and

compliance with the best CSR practices. We

have all the information about every stone, from

the deposit and the time of its extraction to the

place and name of the cutter who gave it the

shape.

ROUGH DIAMOND SPECIFICATION

DIAMOND ORIGIN YAKUTIA

AGE,  MLN YEARS 350

YEAR OF MINING 2018

DIAMOND WEIGHT 2.56



DIAMOND NAME

ALROSA
ID

1 9 0 1 8 0 2 5

DIAMOND SPECIFICATION

SHAPE EMERALD

WEIGHT,  CT 1.01

COLOR INTENSE YELLOW

CLARITY VS1

FLUORESCENCE FAINT

CUT EXCELLENT

POLISH VERY GOOD

SYMMETRY VERY GOOD

CULET NONE

TABLE 69%

DEPTH 73%
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